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wages that both entertain and enrage us 
our university is run like a corporation… and we are the product.  

how do we feel about the fact that our university’s vice chancellor will be 
paid a salary of over $1million this year? that’s 75 years worth of that 
sweet top tier youth allowance honey payments. twice as much as the 
australian prime-minister gets. 

what do we think when we’re informed that our university’s 63 council 
members, senior managers and directors were collectively paid $18.5 
million in 2014, and that they will probably get a similar total amount 
again this year? that’s a range of salaries from $150,000 to $730,000 per 
year…or an average salary of $293,650 each. 

what emotions well up within us when we reveal that the group 
responsible for deciding such salaries for our university’s vice-chancellor 
and it’s senior managers is comprised of … senior managers … and 
“business experts” … 

how do we process the reality that it’s these same senior managers and 
“business experts” who are also involved in creating and appointing each 
other into the positions of … senior management … 

do we gasp, sigh, spit or gag in moral outrage?  

perhaps we nod wistfully in total resigned acceptance at the realpolitik of 
the corrupt autocratic university and our individual impotence?  

or rather, maybe we invoke some textbook market theory to try to 
rationalize this apparent excess? 

or do we just chuckle at the maniacal genius of it all? quietly smile in 
admiration at an administration that has the sheer gall to walk away each 
year with millions of dollars of public money all the while lobbying federal 
governments to increase student fees, suppressing staff wages, laying off 
staff and overloading the remainders with pointless admin tasks and too 
much teaching and research work, cutting courses, wasting millions on 
making existing buildings “McFancier” or architecturally over-engineering 
new ones, taking countless overseas “business research” trips to monash’s 
ever increasing number of international campuses, spending millions on 
fake snow machines, increasing parking fees well beyond inflation, 
charging expensive fees to access sporting facilities, investing in fossil 
fuel companies while hypocritically wasting millions on “greening” the 
campus in sustainability propaganda… ??? 

 

students and staff of monash, we ask you all, 
together, collectively, here and now: what the 
actual fuck is happening to our university?  

in order to function successfully, does our 
community of scholars really require a CEO-
type figurehead to be paid $1million per 
year? what can this person be doing on a 
daily or hourly basis to be even worth this 
much money? what work can they possibly 
be doing to add such value to the university? 

if we simplistically assume the monash vice 
chancellor works their arse off 12hrs per day 
for 6 days per week for 52 weeks of the year 
with no holidays…that’s a wage of $3,204 per 
day or $267 per hour. 

again, if we assume these senior managers 
work the same work hours as the vc, that’s a 
wage of $976 per day or $81 per hour. 

on the other hand, if you are a top level 
professor teaching and researching, you are 
on an annual salary of $164,104. assuming 
the same work hours as the senior managers 
and the vc, that’s $526 per day or $43 per 

hour. and it takes years of unpaid labour and 
job insecurity to get to this point. [continued 
page 14]. 
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‘no resolution on wholefoods balcony 
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dear readers, 

‘it’s all happening’ (bill lawry, look it up) in this edition.  we’re 
talkin: wage inequality on campus – from the vice-chancellor 
down to exploited hospitality workers, plans for course 
changes, and an update on the wholefoods balcony stairs. 
creative makes a comeback in this edition too, alongside our 
other regulars.  

on the face of it, the focus on wages  is a partial return to a 
theme of an earlier edition, which looked at the link between 
the rise in the cost of car parking and the salary of the vice-
chancellor. this time around our focus is not just on what 
funds exorbitant management salaries, but also on the how 
and the why.  

how did it get to this? and why don’t we do anything about it? 
read on and hopefully we can give you the start of answer. 

you may have noticed we like the occasional gimmick, whether 
it be a poll or changing our name. this time we ask you to 
check our doodle poll (via facebook) to send in your 
suggestions for a reasonable salary for the vice chancellor. 

so it goes. 

email grottymonash@gmail.com 
or message us at facebook.com/grottymonash 
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no resolution on wholefoods balcony stairs 

members of the wholefoods collective met with marcus spencer on 25 august (just after the grotty pinko #5 was released) 
to discuss concerns over the proposed removal of the wholefoods balcony stairs at the end of the year. also in attendance 
were lowan sist (executive officer of the monash student association), and university architects and planners. 

no resolution was reached in the meeting. the wholefoods collective was not satisfied that spencer had provided adequate 
reasons for the necessity of removing the stairs. in turn, spencer lambasted wholefoods for not wanting to negotiate on 
alternative solutions that involve knocking down the stairs.  according to spencer, the reasons for the removal of the 
stairs are to improve pedestrian flow and make room for new seating and retail outlets as part of the ‘northern plaza’ 
campus centre project. the meeting closed with the wholefoods collective requesting documents which explain the 
expected improvement to pedestrian flow and the benefits of new retail space for the university community. wholefoods 
has also requested access to safety documentation. 

september 8 – september 21 - wots on? 
 
ongoing until oct 19: free weekly yoga classes, mondays 4-5pm, rehearsal room, campus centre. hosted by msa welfare 

3-10 september: environmental film festival australia (melbourne dates), tickets: www.effa.org.au 

10 september: wholefoods magical fundraiser for rise, 6pm monash wholefoods 

21-24 september: monash student association elections you probably don’t need to know where these are – you simply cannot miss 
them. unless you go a week without setting foot on campus. but fyi, you can vote in the campus centre, 9.30am-4.30 pm each of these 
days.  
 

poll result: 100% wholefoods balcony stairs; 0% marcus spencer. anyone surprised? 

this weeks poll: what do you think is a reasonable salary for the vice-chancellor? (see facebook) 

monash course cuts and changes for 2016 

while the grotty pinko is seeking further 
information, we can confirm that monash is 
considering changing course structures in 2016.  

 monash has also come up with a delicious 
doublespeak title for these proposed changes: the 
‘vertical double degree’. on 31 august, a global email 
was sent to students entitled ‘arts vertical double 
degree market research’. the vertical double degree 
will combine an undergraduate and masters degrees. 
a student would take a regular undergraduate 
major, and then, instead of also completing another 
undergraduate major, it would be taken as masters 
by coursework. sounds a lot like the melbourne 
model to us, though vertically integrated, as the 
university is putting it. the ‘melbourne model’ refers 
to the move away from double undergraduate 
degrees implemented at melbourne university in 
2008. the melbourne model is a way for the 
universities to make more money by streamlining 
the amount of subjects offered and charging more 
for what used to double degrees.  

we recommend that arts students take this survey 
and express their concerns about the proposed 
course changes and restructures. 

image from ‘monash uni watch’ facebook page  

http://www.effa.org.au/


‘hospitality wages on campus – a local kahlani’ 

sophie morbey, a 20 year old former employee at campus centre cafe ‘artichoke & whitebait’,  told us 
that she was paid $16 per hour while working there earlier this semester, beneath the minimum wage.  

this hourly rate was paid in cash and no paper employment contract was ever sighted. the award 
(awards regulate minimum wages and conditions for different industries in australia) for cafés and 
restaurants is the ‘restaurant industry award 2010’, in which the absolute minimum hourly rate for 
adult workers (20 years and over) is $17.29.  this figure is without considering casual rates, which add 
25% to the hourly rate to compensate for loss of normal employment conditions.  

additionally, it appears that artichoke & whitebait did not arrange to make superannuation payments to sophie and they first 
put her on 3 hours of ‘training’ for 1.5 hours pay. it is illegal not to pay someone superannuation or to cut pay in half for 
‘training’.  

sophie, a recently arrived exchange student from england, initially had no idea that her boss was lying to her about the training 
arrangement or significantly underpaying her. the boss informed her that her rate of pay was because ‘she was english’ and 
would not be in the country for long.  sophie told us about her surprise at realising she was being underpaid: ‘my job in warwick 
[university] student union in comparison is done completely through the books. no one would ever dream of attempting to 
exploit people like that; the law is followed to the letter’ 

meanwhile, a few months ago we saw kahlani pyrah, a monash student, gain mainstream press for taking on her employer, 
grill’d, over its questionable use of old work agreements that were made during the ‘workchoices’ era. kahlani was sacked for 
speaking up, but the campaign launched by her and her union, united voice, significantly damaged the reputation of grill’d and 
got her reinstated. more recently, the exploitative practices of 7/11 have been exposed in the mainstream media.  

unfortunately, these are not isolated incidents, nor can we say that it is not happening in our university. 

 

 

  

realistically, the workload stipulates that all office bearers will 
likely work at least 40 hours per week, even if they are not paid a 
full fraction.  

and even with a full fraction, the hourly wage is $10.10. this means 
that working for the student union full time will see you earn $19, 
392 in a calendar year, or $404 per week. oh, and lest we forget, 
office-bearers do not have student-status, meaning they are not 
eligible for youth allowance.  good luck making rent... 

kinda makes you think thrice about running for office doesn’t it. 
well, unless you have parliamentary career aspirations in a major 
party of course… or your rich family can support you for the year… 
or you’re just happy to deal with the mental and emotional anguish 
of being financially fucked for twelve months while performing 
some of the most essential and strenuous community services on 
campus. but basically, if you’d like to become an office bearer with 
your student union, you’re going to have to have rich parents, or be 
prepared to struggle. for many, it’s simply not an option.  

there’s probably a good explanation for paying the office bearers 
next to nothing though, right? the union must just be financially 
stricken in the wake of howard’s voluntary student unionism or 
something? 

wrong. 

the msa has over 9 million in cash reserves (our sources tell us, 
although if an msa rep would like to get in touch with evidence of 
a different figure, we'd love to be corrected)…the interest on this 
amount alone would afford decent ob wages. 

and perhaps as tellingly is the salary of the msa’s highest paid 
position. the non-student, non-elected “msa executive officer” is 
paid, last we heard, at least $150, 000+ annually.* 

so there’s plenty of cash floating around, it’s just being strategically 
allocated to achieve the goals of… well we’re not really sure, but it 
appears to be hoarding cash in reserve and making sure that the 
bloke at the top can afford to not eat at wholefoods. 

it all sounds pretty fuckin classist to us. 

 

and then there’s the union… 
on the topic of wages, it’s perhaps also fair that we consider the 
state of our student union, the monash student association (MSA). 

given it’s a union and given its run by students you might assume 
that it would not give us any reason to get outrageous about the 
wages…if only this were the case. 

in fact, you may be surprised to know that the hard working, 
democratically elected office bearers are each paid slightly less 
than a pittance – an hourly rate of $10.10 per hour, with varying 
hours. to be precise, here’s the breakdown: 

OFFICE NO. PERSONS 
PER OFFICE 

PAY FRACTION 

president we have been unable to source accurate 
information regarding the president’s salary.* 

secretary 1 1.0 
treasurer 1 1.0 
women’s 2 1.0 
queer 2 1.0 
indigenous 2 1.0 
welfare 2 1.0 
education  
(public affairs) 

2 2.0 

education 
(academic affairs) 

1  1.0 

environment and 
social justice 

2 1.5 

disabilities 2 1.0 
activities 2 1.4 
lot’s wife 3  2.0 

 
so what on earth does this mean?  

a ‘fraction’ is the number of hours an office bearer works per 
week. 1.0 equals 40 hours, .05 is 20 hours, and so on. each office 
is designated a certain number of hours paid, which is divvied up 
between those who are sharing the office. so, for example, the 
indigenous office, normally shared by two people, would split 40 
hours worth of pay between them (however they wish).  

 *grotty pinko contacted MSA president sinead colee for comment, but had not received a response by time of printing. 



 

 

 
  
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

she does not like winter because it is cold and there are less hours of daylight 
in which she has been approved to walk outside 

alone and in a miniskirt. 
she clenches her fist and throws her clean white underwear into 

the too hard basket. 
she slips a sword-shaped letter opener into the lining of her sleeve before leaving, 

she calls it an athame and casts spells with it, 
burning table salt and cloves, 

removing clothes to fill the gap beneath the door to keep the smoke alarm from 
going off. 

 
there are some things she will compromise on, like shower 

sex and radio stations. 
But there are other unquestionable things, 

things that only she gets to decide, 
like the use of the words 'doggy style', 

and when it's okay to put your dick inside her, 
and how much is too much 

tabasco sauce. 
she draws this power to herself using 

the athame, opening herself like a 
letter to a Goddess, asking for 

a shield and a sword. 
 

she wants to take a long walk home on a 
warm night past the Melbourne city cemetery and not pay $30 for a 

taxi. 
she wants to go see a band on her own and not have to answer to the false 

gods and their Melbourne Bitter breath. 
she wants to crash this patriarchy's 

birthday party and change all of their tunes and eat all of their 
cake. 

 

open letter 
tegan webb  



 

 

  

MONASH ANTI-DEPORTATION AFFINITY GROUP 

how does anti-deportation activism work? 
anti-deportation actions involve travelling to detention 
centres and barricading their exits.  
if this is not effective, the next step is travelling to the airport to 
encourage passengers to refuse to sit in their seat on their flight 
as a plane can’t take off if passengers are standing up.   

this is done in order to ensure that refugees/asylum seekers miss 
their flights to their country-of-origin/manus island/nauru and stay 
in australia.  

protestors can take many roles, including participating in picketing 
lines, handing out leaflets at airports, photography and media or 
ensuring the wellbeing of those in the picketing line. there are 
always experienced participants at actions who can help you to 
know what your role is and whether there are legal consequences. 

the notice that someone is about to be deported comes from 
members inside the detention centre who then contact their 
friends on the outside. following this, protestor numbers are found 
from affinity groups across melbourne.  

 

although the actions may not always succeed and the refugee or 
asylum seeker may be put on the next available flight anyway, the 
actions are worthwhile because they send the authorities a clear 
image that citizens are upset with the inhumane treatment of 
asylum seekers and they really raise the spirits of the person about 
to be deported. even if they only keep the asylum seekers/refugees 
in australia for a few extra hours, that is a few hours that isn’t 
spent in hell in offshore detention or being sent back to the 
persecution they were fleeing from. 

unfortunately these actions couldn’t help a month ago when three 
of the 46 vietnamese asylum seekers on board a boat that was 
intercepted by the australian navy and returned to vietnam, were 
captured and imprisoned. 

 
to get involved in anti-deportation actions, or other direct action 
in solidarity with refugees and asylum seekers, join our secret fb 
group (email grottymonash@gmail.com to be added) or join us 
every wednesday in wholefoods at 3pm. also look out for anti-
deportation training in the coming weeks! 

why so scared abbott? 

what do you so fear?  

those tiny rickety boats 

whenever they come near. 

is it ugly to see the residue? 

a failed system leaves deep wounds. 

never one to see the humanity; 

your next scapegoats – doomed. 

“let’s deter the enemy; 

protect the fatherland! 

we’ll make a hell on earth for them, 

make sure they’re all damned!” 

sewn lips. hunger strikes. 

mentally ill little tykes. 

suicide watch. rampant abuse. 

make it a crime to report it in the news! 

desperate people, dying: 

willing to do things unholy. 

“in my country ... they kill you quickly  

in australia they kill you slowly' 



the movement: 

a bill was passed in california to force the two largest public employee pension funds to divest from thermal 
coal. they have a combined $476b in investments and around $150-250m in coal. this is awesome news and 
has come off the back of a campaigns waged over several years.  

on the other side of the pacific our very own future fund, the governments investment fund, has explicitly 
ruled out divesting from fossil fuels. it is headed by former liberal treasurer peter costello and he reassured 
us that they don’t invest in cluster bombs or land mines. monash has a similar policy, and they’re both fucking 
bullshit.  

while bombs and mines may kill people explicitly, climate change kills people and undermines the health of 
our planet gradually. it is a shame that some people are so short-sighted and don’t understand that just because 
your house isn’t on fire yet doesn’t mean it’s fireproof.  

to end on a lighter note, the national australia bank has joined commbank to rule out investments in galilee 
basin coal mines, pushing the incredibly dangerous project further towards insolvency.  

 

 

 

if you’re interested in getting involved, as always chuck us a message on the facebook page or email 

msa-enviro@@monash.edu 

 

what we’ve been up 
to 

our trivia night was a 
raging success, with a 
great turnout and a 
heap of fun. we had a 
few games as well 
including pin the 
bronwyn on the 
helicopter and a com- 

-petition to eat a raw onion the fastest! 
particular thanks to those hardened souls 
who volunteered as tribute to eat the 
onion - it was a sight our glorious leader 
t abbott would've been proud of. we had 
heaps of stuff donated including craft 
beer, vouchers, flowers, books and a 
heap of food and it was so heartening to 
find so much support for our campaign! 
we had a promising meeting with the 
sustainability committee and have 
reached out to the vice chancellor and 
chief financial officer. our plan is to 
engage with staff and broaden the 
campaign, then next semester hit monash 
where it hurts - their reputation. monash 
are considering new environmental 
policies that do not rule out fossil fuel 
investments and it’s just not good 
enough. we are planning on increasing 
the pressure on the administration by 
delivering our petition in week 10 (post 
mid-sem break) and would love support 
in this. we’re going to be going hard on 
getting petition signatures over the next 
few weeks so hopefully you’ll see us 
around!  



WHOLFEFOODS NEWSFLASH: 

getcha latte on! the new coffee machine has been successfully installed. come 
and taste the difference!  

fun-raisin! wholefoods also has a fundraiser coming up, check the grotty 'wots 
on' for deets. 

lest we forget… 
last fortnight’s grotty looked at the first few decades of wholefoods’ history. let us now turn to the more recent 
years… 

1997: the monash student board (predecessor of the msa student council) decide to abolish the wholefoods 
collective, as well as the wholefoods volunteer system. a group called "friends of wholefoods" is established to 
oppose these imposed changes. 

1999: after "friends of wholefoods" run a sustained community campaign garnering popular support, the new msa 
executive agrees to restore the collective & volunteer system. 

2003: free food mondays begins as a joint initiative of wholefoods collective and the office bearers of the msa 
welfare department.  

2004: wholefoods collective establish a grocery service and art gallery in the space. 

2005: wholefoods collective runs wholefoods at a $23,000 surplus with a robust volunteer system, low prices, 
hundreds of patrons and significant turnover 

2006: without consulting with the collective or coordinators, the msa executive cuts wholefoods’ staffing budget 
by 20%, causing a significant restructure of coordinator positions. 

2009: the msa executive installs a non-student manager to run wholefoods in direct contradiction of wholefoods 
constitutional aims to be collectively worker-run. wholefoods records a $25,795 deficit 

2010: under msa management, wholefoods staff are casualised, removing their rights to sick leave and annual 
leave. wholefoods end of year deficit is $29,808. 

2011: under increasingly interventionist msa managment, wholefoods records a deficit of $30,955. 

2012: volunteering is placed under the msa volunteering program, necessitating many more hours of work per 
vollie voucher, effectively ending volunteering in the restaurant and café.  amidst an acrimonious msa executive-
wholefoods relationship, security cameras are placed in wholefoods upon the request of the msa executive. friends 
of wholefoods is re-formed and runs a sustained campaign to save wholefoods from an msa executive bent on 
radically transforming it and/or closing it down. msa management results in wholefoods largest ever deficit of just 
over $55,000! 

2013: the save wholefoods campaign is successful as the new msa executive agree to respect the authority of the 
collective, reinstitute the volunteer system and cease meddling in the day to day operations of wholefoods. back 
under collective management wholefoods breaks even in accordance with its constitutional obligations only 12 
months after being run at a $55,000 deficit by the msa. 
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questions: a) what’s the grottiest thing you've ever done? and b) what makes you disproportionately happy? 

 

 
eyimay  
a] watching my friend eat 3 month 
old plums and off milk. she just 
eats whatever's expired and rotten 
b] watching korean dramas after 
exams - with hot guys definitely. 
 

 lucy 
 a] one time i didn't 

shower for a week, 
as a 21 year old! my 
mum called me a 
dirty, grotty little 
‘who-er’ 
b] in winter, when 
the sun shines down 
on me out of 
nowhere. it just 
makes me feel 
really happy. 
 

 

gus  
a] well last night i ate a whole raw onion in an effort to win 
points for my trivia team. my poop stank real bad. 
b] when i manage to push up my max squat. ass to the grass. 
 

#HeSquats 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

can you dig it? 
 
for most of us, quality of life means more than fat wallets. it means having time for family and community. it means 
access to transport or affordable housing. it means short trips to work, clean air, open spaces and fresh food. 

tell me i’m daydreaming and viewing this world through ‘rose coloured glasses’ (thanks mum!). come, slap me in the face 
and tell me to wake the fuck up! community gardens here on campus could utilise an immense knowledge base. tap into 
endless resources that currently exist. food scraps from restaurants, animal wastes (yep, there are animals here!), 
contractors that create mulches and composts on mass to feed gardens around campus and i’m only scratching the surface. 
so why does this not translate into food gardens? we have not joined the dots. where is the university that is equitable, 
environmentally conscious, where resources are allocated appropriately and the loop closed? vegies and fruits cultivated 
could go back to the restaurants and made into more delicious food, giving us more time and energy to live cleaner, 
greener lives and to pursue what it is we love! whether that be sitting and thinking, studying intricate beauty, creating 
new cures for what ails us or smashing down constructed bullshit around us and instilling change. 

for a few years now (perhaps since its inception), there has been an urban farmer who currently volunteers his time to 
educate and help us grow food at mucfarm, to connect these dots! due to an inability to secure regular funding for the 
program, he has become less and less available. this is nothing against him, he needs to make a living too, and therefore 
he has opted to focus on ‘stephanie alexander kitchen garden programs’ with secure funding at a couple of local primary 
schools, where he is now gainfully employed. 

at monash there are aspiring chefs, artisans, scientists, doctors, activists, on and on… creative, intuitive people that i have 
no doubt would benefit from a little extra time. having clean, cheap, fresh food at their fingertips for their bellies. we 
don’t all have to be farmers and i don’t profess to have all the answers but i can guarantee that your heart, mind or 
muscles has an answer to one of our questions! 

 

permaculture impression of monash ad celebrating implementation of food gardens on campus 



  

Deary Me - what on earth do those silly ‘vegans’’ EAT?????? 
CLASS STRUCTURE CAKE 

  
spring hath sprung! this thin, layered cake makes the perfect addition to an eastertide luncheon and will both impress and 
confront your fellow gentry. 
  

class cake structure 

layer 1 the aristocrats -coconut and vanilla 

layer 2 bourgeoisie- oreo 

layer 3 proletariat -“blood, sweat and tears” raspberry 

  

what you need: 
  

the cake: 
1 1⁄2 cups unbleached all-purpose flour 
1 cup sugar 
1 teaspoon baking soda 

1⁄2 teaspoon salt 
1⁄2 cup vegetable oil 
1 cup soymilk 

1 tablespoon vanilla extract 
1 tablespoon vinegar 
1 tablespoon coconut extract (layer 1) 
5 crushed oreos (layer 2) 
½ cup frozen raspberries (layer 3) 
  

the icing: 
2 cups icing sugar 

as much vanilla extract as you want 
¼ cup nuttelex or vegan spread 

½ soy or almond milk 

  
  

what you do: 
  

the cake: 
preheat oven to 165 degrees (fan forced) or 180 degrees 

grease cake tins with coconut oil 
sift flour into a large mixing bowl 
add the sugar, salt and baking soda into the bowl and stir until combined. 
then add vegetable oil, soymilk and vanilla extract, use a whisk or spoon to mix until the batter is smooth and no lumps exist. 
finally, add the vinegar and gently mix until combined. 
divide the mixture evenly into three bowls and add the coconut extract, oreos and raspberries respectively. 
put the mixture into the greased cake tins and bake for 20-30 minutes 

  
the icing: 
sift icing sugar into a bowl 
add the nuttelex and vanilla extract 
begin adding the milk into the bowl, using a whisk or fork beat the ingredients together until a thick, voluminous consistency is 
achieved. 
refrigerate until the cake is out of the oven and cool enough to ice 
  
to assemble the cake: 
  
take each layer and place to cool. 
use a sharp knife to even the edges for optimum stacking potential. 
excess cake should not be discarded, rather eaten as the rest of the assemblage takes place 
use a knife to place icing on top of first layer 
place next layer on top and repeat process 
use excess icing to ice the top and sides of the cake 

 
top tip: put a liberal amount of icing between layers as the integrity of the class structure must be upheld to prolong the prosperity of the 

archetypal white male. 

 



this is all relevant to crary’s argument, as he traces the history of 
capitalism in overcoming natural constraints in order to increase 
the propensity for profit. “capital by its nature drives beyond every 
spatial barrier”, says marx. sleep is but the last natural barrier, 
and is under assault. structured, cyclical instances of time are 
being eroded by the 24/7 nature of modern consumption, 
according to crary. the farmers market is replaced by the 24 hour 
convenience store. the occurrence of festival is replaced by the 
constant and ever-accessible entertainment on our devices. the 
individual is “redefined as a full-time economic agent”.  

but while ‘sleep’ occupies the title of crary’s work, the book is also 
more broadly about technology and its relationship to 
neoliberalism. throughout crary’s entire book there is an implied 
link between decreasing sleep time and the rise in use of 
technology. in light of recent evidence (published in the 
conversation recently) this is not an unreasonable association. less 
time sleeping means more opportunities for corporate intrusion in 
to our lives; it means more opportunities for multinationals like 
google to extract profit and information from us. as more and 
more of our daily transactions (from banking, to dating, to 
political organising) move on to the sphere of the internet, the 
control over our lives by billionaire companies increases. however, 
an analysis of the material impact on people’s lives because of 
these changes is left glaringly omitted.  

crary antagonises the common-place assumption that the left’s 
causes of “economic justice, mitigation of climate change, and 
egalitarian social relations” can in any way co-exist with the 
presence of tech multinationals google and apple. he derides the 
silence of left-wing social activists on what he sees as “mandatory 
technological consumption” and the privileged place information 
technology holds within larger society. i think this criticism can be 
extended to the role that technology plays within left-wing 
movements themselves: we are all aware of the trope of the 
iphone-carrying nike-wearing inner-city socialist crusader.  

wowever, crary’s argument would significantly benefit from a 
more reasoned discussion. assumed by crary is that the rise of the 
internet, coinciding with neoliberalism’s ascendancy as the 
dominant global ideological force, means the two phenomena are 
somehow casually connected, and that the former is therefore 
something that must be opposed. this may well be the case, but 
crary takes a lot for granted. dismissed in one line is social media’s 
capacity to be “intrinsically democratic and anti-hierarchal”. surely 
the potential of social media to be an empowering force for good 
merits more consideration.  

like a great deal of post-structuralist work, crary's style vacillates 
from insightful, to complex, to downright meaningless. along the 
way he advances many interesting mini-theses but rarely gives 
them the time of day, or substantiates them with the evidence, 
which would compel us to do more than briefly pause for thought. 
24/7 is certainly not a well-researched book; it is polemical and 
borderline alarmist. in an ironic way it could be described as 
‘clickbaity’. but it importantly sheds light on another evil resulting 
from capitalism’s privileged position in our political consciousness 
- as if we needed any more! it should make us think more critically 
about this “digital revolution” that is occurring, and interrogate 
our all-too-often blinkered adoration of the role the internet and 
technology plays in our lives. 

 

  

the propaganda review 

with anthony taylor 
 

24/7: late capitalism and the ends of sleep 
by jonathan crary 

crary opens with frightening, dystopian visions of 24 hour-a-day 
workers and consumers; military personnel who exist in a week-
long wakefulness, their circadian rhythms engineered by scientists 
so as to allow optimum efficiency in combat. this is the capitalist 
vision of the future, ensuring that every minute of time is available 
for value extraction. we can thank neoliberalism for fact that we 
are sleeping on average only 6.5 hours a night now, compared to 10 
hours in the early twentieth century. indebted are we to 
neoliberalism, too, for the spikes erected out the front of 
undercover buildings, preventing the homeless from sleeping there, 
or for the park benches specifically designed so as to prevent them 
being slept on. the thought-provoking argument made by crary is 
that sleep itself is an affront to capitalist consumer culture and 
should be protected from the war being waged against it. being 
inherently social and rendering the subject unable to consume or 
produce, sleep is anathema to the forces of the market. 

crary’s central point concerning sleep is that it is the final, 
insurmountable, natural barrier against capitalism’s colonisation of 
every aspect of our lives. crary effectively incorporates marx’s 
analysis of pre-capitalist social and economic relations. marx’s 
assertion that agriculture “could never be the sphere in which 
capitalism starts” comes from the notion of agricultural work being 
seasonal, with the time and means of production being governed 
by nature and external conditions (weather, for instance). thus, the 
first condition of capitalism is a rupture in our relation to the earth, 
says marx. of course, factory farming eventually surmounted 
agriculture’s natural challenge to capitalist modes of organising 
labour. genetic modification and legal patents are but further 
instances of the corporatisation of this sphere.  

 



their preferred salary amount suggestion for the vc and senior 
administrators. 

then a bean counter plugs the data into a spread sheet and voila! 
… we simply accept the average and hand that amount over. as my 
primary school teacher used to say: you get what you get, and you 
don’t get upset.  

in fact, to test pilot this alternative community approach, the grotty 
pinko has set up a doodle poll where you can register your vc salary 
suggestions. 

theories of value… specifically on wages 

to conclude, we try and give an explanation of how it got to this. 
although australian vice-chancellor salaries are on average by far 
the highest in the world, and although these salaries represent a 
significant divergence from the average earnings, it is also 
important to acknowledge that executive salaries across all sectors 
of society have risen somewhat exponentially over the past few 
decades. 

research by professor david peetz from griffith university 
interrogates the various theories for the recent divergence between 
the growth rates in ceo pay and average earnings. peetz findings 
are worth summarizing in full:  

“executive pay is characterized by ‘dual asymmetric pattern 
bargaining’, whereby firms seek to benchmark their ceo pay to 
higher paying firms, and grant ceos, with whom corporate decision 
makers share a social milieu, increasing benefits which also confer 
status benefits on the firm – in sharp contrast to the distributional 
pay negotiations which occur with workers. executive 
remuneration rises disproportionately during boom periods, but 
fails to symmetrically fall during poor times. thus ‘everybody 
knows’ that ceos are overpaid, but firms are unwilling to do 
anything about it because to do so would damage internal class 
relations and firm status. the different methods of pay setting for 
workers and ceos reflect core differences in class power and 
changes in that balance of power during a period of neoliberalism.” 

even paul anderson, then retiring ceo of bhp billiton, remarked:  

“ceo compensation is out of control, totally out of control. it’s 
reached a point now that there’s no way to justify the incredible 
compensation...there is just no value that can be created by a ceo 
that you can say that makes a lot of sense (correy 2003).”  

“the inflation of executive remuneration is fundamentally a 
phenomenon of class.” 

and there you have it.  

let us politely suggest that something of a revolution might be in 
order. we can start with vc maggie g.  

 

 

  

[continued from page 1] on an average (youth allowance/casual 
work) income of $18, 634, it would take a full-time student 53 years 
to accumulate monash vc's 2014 salary of $1million, in which time 
the same student will simultaneously incur a $1million dollar hecs 
debt… which could be $5million, in the event of deregulation. 

questions these numbers raise… 

all these figures beg many questions. 

for instance: how are people on wages of an average 300 grand - 
skyrocketing to over a million, meant to be relating to other people 
earning less than half that average (top level professors) or one-
twentieth of this amount (student on youth allowance)? 

how can the vc and the senior managers make qualitative decisions 
in the best interest of our community when relative to the ordinary 
members of this community (staff and students) their financial and 
material circumstances place them on the solar systemic equivalent 
of mars? 

a quote from alan finkel – space enthusiast, monash chancellor and 
the reputed mastermind behind the university’s great 
transformation into a ruthless private corporation– sheds some 
light on the perspective of the rich and powerful who occupy the 
commanding heights of monash management.  

this little gem comes from an interview where the finkster is being 
asked about his recent purchase of a $267,000 ticket for himself 
for a 7 minute joy ride to outer-space:  

‘a private person can go into space today for us$25 million. that’s 
too much to pay. us$200,000, while not an insignificant amount, is 
an accessible amount. people spend more than that on cars. you see 
someone in a porsche and you might envy them but you don’t ask 
them why they have spent so much money on it?’ 

by ‘people’ who ‘spend more than us$200,000 on cars the 
finkmeister presumably means his mates on the university council 
and other members of the global elite, not ‘the people’ in the 
popular sense of the term. 

in a world where you can say things like this while being a leader 
of a scholarly community paid hundreds of thousands of dollars 
each year from the public purse, satire becomes an inoperable art 
form. 

the lunatics have taken over the asylum of monash university, and 
the more power concentrated in their hands the richer they get. 

alternative salary determination process 

at the grotty pinko,  we would suggest the following alternative 
salary determination process. 

every enrolled student and staff member of our university 
community (all 70,000 of us) are given the opportunity to submit  

 

a week in the life… of a vice chancellor 

 

grotty pinko’s speculation on monash uni vc’s typical weekly schedule: 
 

monday: sleep in and dream sweet dreams of dissolving all student 
and staff unions on every campus, photo op with students and 
staff at latest research project thingy, write email to whole 
university telling everybody to work harder while feeling happier 
in the knowledge that they are part of such a rank and 
substantially public funded institution with such competent 
private managers 
tuesday: call monash uni cleaning services to get all the leaves out 
of the pool and trim the hedges and lawns, three course lunch at 
the monash staff club with corporate donors and alumni: a starter 
of cleaner shucked oysters deep fried in champagne, followed by 
a main of rare menzies lawn fed unicorn steaks marinated in staff 
tear sauce, finishing on caviar and fuck students pate pudding for 
desert. 

 

wednesday: attend and chair the university council meeting, making 
sure no democratically elected student or staff representatives are 
in attendance. if said undesirables are in attendance, pressing red 
button 
thursday: coffees and cakes with colleagues who comprise the 
remunerations committee to discuss matters not related to 
remuneration but related to other aspects of the universities 
operations that are not concerning wages and cheeky perks etc. 
friday: knock off early, maybe meet up with the melbourne uni 
vice chancellor /hubby and go to see some opera or ballet in the 
city, box seats away from the riff-raff, champagnes all round, a 
toast to plundering the public purse 
saturday: check facebook, twitter, instagram, play some candy 
crush saga, and then check emails. chill by the pool and dream 
about getting that cute pool cleaner back around for more leave 
eradication 
sunday: relax day, maybe take advantage of the free helicopter 
return flight to the twelve apostles included in the salary package 
or perhaps trip out on finklies new private jet to singapore for an 
afternoon’s shopping and pampering 
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LIVE IN A 
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE! 

GET INVOLVED WITH 

THE CREATION OF A 

HOUSING CO-OP AT 

MONASH   

NEXT MEETING: 

THURSDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 10, 

MSA MEETING 

SPACE, 1 PM!  


